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Abstract
Because they are based on large content-addressable
memories, load-store queues (LSQ) present implemen-
tation challenges in superscalar processors, especially
as issue width and number of in-ﬂight instructions are
scaled. In this paper, we propose an alternate organiza-
tion of an LSQ that separates the forwarding function-
ality from checking that loads received their correct val-
ues. Two main techniques are exploited: 1) the store for-
warding logic is only accessed by those loads and stores
that are likely to be involved in forwarding, and 2) the
checking structure is banked by address. The result of
these techniques is that a small collection of small, low
bandwidth structures can be substituted for the large,
high bandwidth structures used in conventionaldesigns.
By our calculations, these proposed techniques reduce
LSQ dynamic power by a factor of 3-5 while achieving
equivalent performance.
1. Introduction
In a dynamically-scheduled processor, the load-
store unit is typically implemented by composing a
translation-lookaside buffer, a cache, and a load-store
queue (LSQ). The LSQ typically provides the follow-
ing four functions:
1. bufferingstore addressesandvaluesforin-orderre-
tirement
2. forwarding in-ﬂight store values to loads
3. detection of load/store ordering violations
4. detection of consistency violations
Commonly, the LSQ is implemented as a pair of age-
ordered queues—one each for loads and stores—that
can be associatively searched by address. This organi-
zation presents a scalability challenge to increasing su-
perscalar width and number of in-ﬂight instructions: in-
creasing the number of ports (for increased width) and
the number of entries (for in-ﬂight instructions) signiﬁ-
cantly impacts the access time and power consumption
of the structure.
The access time of the store queue is particularly criti-
cal because it is a component of the load-to-use latency.
Typically, snooping the store queue must be performed
in the same amount of time as the L1 data cache access,
which is done in parallel, to avoid further complication
of the instruction scheduler. Using Cacti[15], Roth esti-
mates that only an 8-16 entry queue can be snooped in
the time to access a 32KB 4-way interleaved, 2-way set-
associative cache with 32B blocks [13], a severely lim-
iting constraint.
In this work, we propose an LSQ organization that de-
couples the performance-critical store-bypassing logic
from the rest of the load-store queue functionality. This
organization is motivated by two insights:
1. Store value bypassing is the only time-critical
operation performed by the LSQ. All other func-
tions merely need to be performed before the in-
structions retire.
2. Only a small and predictable fraction of loads
and stores take part in store value bypassing.
For store bypassing, we propose using a structure—the
store forwarding buffer (SFB)—which is much like a
traditional store queue but has fewer entries and fewer
ports, yielding a reduction in access time and a signiﬁ-
cant reduction in power consumption.The structure size
is reducedby allocatingentries for onlythose stores pre-
dicted to bypass. Likewise, required bandwidth is re-
duced by only snooping for those loads that are pre-
dictedto requirea bypass.Because thesepredictionscan
be wrong, a mechanism is required to detect misspecu-
lations.A second structure, the memory validation queue
(MVQ) detects load-store ordering violations, co-
herence violations, and bypass mispredictions. This
structuremust observeall loads and stores to identifyvi-
olations. To efﬁciently implement this structure, we
bank it by address, achieving a large aggregate through-
put and storage capacity through a collection of small,
single-ported structures. Such banking provides scala-
bility and reduced energyconsumptionat the cost of po-
tential imbalance between banks. To tolerate bank
conﬂicts, we decouple processing in the MVQ from in-
struction execution through the addition of a small
wait queue. Validation is tolerant of queuing delay, be-
cause it merely needs to take place before the associ-
ated instructions commit. To avoid over-subscribing
one bank, we provide an execution throttling mecha-
nism that minimizes squashes based on the availability
of wait queue entries.
Speciﬁcally, the contributions of this work are three-
fold:
1. We demonstrate that static instructions are invari-
ant with regards to their desire to bypass, enabling
simple and effective ﬁlters to limit store forward-
ing buffer (SFB) trafﬁc.
2. We describe a load-store queue design that decou-
ples store forwarding from other LSQ functions,
decomposing the LSQ into small, low-bandwidth
(and hence fast) store forwarding buffer and a la-
tency tolerant memory validation queue, which
can be made efﬁcient and high-throughputthrough
banking.
3. We demonstrate the mechanisms required to
achieve good utilization of banked LSQ struc-
tures while minimizing squashing.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the organization of our proposed LSQ design. In
Section 3, we describe our experimental methodology
and results. In Sections 4 and 5, we describe related and
future work, and, in Section 6, we conclude.
2. Organization
In this section, we describe our proposed LSQ organi-
zation. Because we use LSQs as a building block of our
design,we ﬁrst describetheirsalientdetails. We thende-
scribe the two components of our proposed LSQ design
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
2.1. Age-ordered Load/Store Queues
The most common implementation of a LSQ involves
a pair of buffers (one for loads and one for stores) that
hold instructions in program order (i.e., “age-ordered”);
seeFigure1.Instructionsareallocatedentriesintheirre-
spective queues before dispatch into the instruction win-
dow (dispatch stalls if entries are not available). When
instructions execute, they write their address (and value
forstores) into their allocatedentry.Inparallel, theyper-
form an associative search of the other queue, compar-
ing addresses. If a store matches a load later in program
order, a squash is signaled. If a load matches with one
or more stores earlier in program order, the index of the
youngest is selected (using a priority encoder, a process
greatly facilitated by age ordering) and used to drive a
RAM array that holds the store’s value.
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Figure 1. Traditional MonolithicLoad/Store
Queue Design. The store bypass path,which in-
volves a CAM lookup, priority encoder, and RAM
access, is generally one of a processor’s critical
paths. A datapath that can support up to 2 loads
and/or 2 stores per cycle is shown.
Because all loads and stores are placed in the LSQ, each
queue must be appropriately sized to allow good uti-
lization of the reorder buffer even for instruction mixes
rich in loads or stores. In recent processors, the queues
have been sized to hold 25-40 percent of the maxi-
mum number of in-ﬂight instructions (Alpha 21264: 32
loads/32stores,80 in-ﬂightinstructions[10], Pentium4:
48 loads/32 stores, 128 in-ﬂight instructions [5]).
2.2. Store Forwarding Buffer
As described in Section 1, we streamline the perfor-
mance critical store queue by only using it for those in-
structionsthatrequireit. InFigure2,the blackbarsshowthe fraction of dynamic loads and stores that matched in
the LSQ and hence required forwarding, for a machine
with a 256-entry instruction window. On average, only
7 percent of dynamic loads and 20 percent of dynamic
stores are involved in forwarding in our runs.
Because an instruction’s disposition to forward or not
is a property of the program, the instruction’s PC can
be used to segregate those instruction likely to forward
from those that are not. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that a large
fraction of static instructions are never involved in for-
warding. Thus a single bit per static instruction is suf-
ﬁcient to effectively predict an instruction’s forwarding
behavior;allbits areinitiallyclearedandaninstruction’s
bit is set when it is ﬁrst detected to require forwarding.
This simple predictor is very effective for loads (ﬁlter-
ing out 70%) and moderately effective for stores (ﬁlter-
ing out 40%), as shown in Figure 2. As there are gen-
erally more loads than stores, it is desirable that more
loads are ﬁltered than stores.
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Figure 2. Only a small, predictable frac-
tion of memory instructions is involved
in bypassing. Fraction of all loads and stores
executed, we break them down into those that
matched in the LSQ, those that are marked be-
cause previous instances of their static instruction
matched, and those belonging to static instruc-
tions that never matched.
Ideally, this prediction bit is stored in the instruction—
an option when deﬁning a new ISA or dynamically
translating to an internal ISA [1, 7, 8, 11, 16]—because
then the behavior only has to be learned once. Alterna-
tively, this prediction can be implemented by associat-
ing an extra bit with each instruction in the I-cache. To
handle programs with large working sets (not a prob-
lem for our SPEC2000 benchmarks) it may be beneﬁ-
cial to “page” these predictions into L2 ECC bits, as is
done in the AMD Opteron with branch predictor infor-
mation [9].
Once these predictions are available, the operation of
the SFB is much like that of a traditional store queue.
Like traditional systems, stores allocate entries in the
age-ordered SFB prior to dispatch into the instruction
window; the only difference is that only those stores
predicted to require bypassing—what we call marked
stores—need to allocate an entry.
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Figure 3. Proposed Decoupled Load/Store
Queue Design. The performance critical store
forwarding buffer (SFB) is used by only those in-
structions likely to be involved in store forward-
ing, reducing its access time and energy consump-
tion. The energy consumed by the rest of the LSQ
functionality is reduced by banking it into a num-
ber of small, low-bandwidth structures. A datap-
ath that can support up to 2 loads and/or 2 stores
per cycle is shown, but only 1 load and 1 store can
access the SFB.
As only a fraction of loads and stores are marked, it is
unnecessary (as our performance results show) to pro-
vide bandwidth to the SFB equal to the issue width for
memory instructions. Thus only a subset of load/store
unitsneedbeprovidedwith portstotheSFB. Markedin-
structions must be slotted/scheduled to execute only on
those function units.
2.3. Memory Validation Queue
As the SFB only provides the forwarding functional-
ity of a traditional LSQ, additional structures are re-
quired. Buffering store values for in-order retirement is
relatively straight-forward; two reasonable implementa-
tions are possible: 1) a separate (non-associative) RAM
structure to hold addresses and values, or 2) using such
a structure for unmarked stores in conjunction with the
SFB. To handle the remaining functionality we provide
a Memory Validation Queue (MVQ).
The role of the MVQ is to ensure that loads receive the
correct value by forcing pipeline squashes when neces-0
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Figure 4. Address-based hashing can be used to partition dynamic memory instructions into
roughly equal groups. Fractions are sorted from largest to smallest, bottom to top. Data from four 100M
instruction intervals are shown for each benchmark, starting at 0B, 3B, 5B, and 8B instructions.
sary. In addition to the detection of load-store ordering
and consistency violations required of traditional load
queues, the MVQ must detect situations where load-
store forwarding should have been performed on un-
marked loads and/or stores.
We show a schematic diagram of an MVQ in Figure 3.
It includes a buffer (or set of buffers, divided by instruc-
tion type or address hash) and a set of banks, each con-
sisting of a pair of single-ported CAMs, one to hold
loads and one to hold stores. The bank an instruction
will end up in is determined by an address hash on the
memory value. Unlike a conventional LSQ, instructions
may be introducedinto the MVQ out-of-order.Uponen-
tering the MVQ, an instruction is inserted into an ap-
propriate buffer, and waits to be serviced. When a bank
becomes idle, it queries the buffer(s) for the oldest in-
struction with the appropriatehash, and removes that in-
struction from the buffer. If a store, the instruction is in-
serted into the bank’s store queue and snoops the bank’s
load queue for matches; if a load, it is inserted into the
bank’s load queue and snoops the bank’s store queue
formatches.Thefollowingsnoopingcircumstancesmay
lead to a squash:
￿ A store snoops a matching load which, though is-
sued earlier, is later in program order. The core is
always squashed back to the load, and both instruc-
tions are marked as likely to match.
￿ A load snoops a matching store which was earlier
in both issue and program order. If either instruc-
tion is not marked, then the store’s value has not
been forwarded; the core is squashed back to the
oldest unmarked instruction in program order, and
both instructions are marked as likely to match.
If several squashes arise, the core is squashed back to
the oldest squashing instruction. Squashed instructions
– whether squashed from the MVQ or for other reasons
– are removed from MVQ whether they be in a queue
or a buffer. To ensure that instructions do not retire be-
fore they are processed by the MVQ, memory instruc-
tions are not marked as completed in the reorder buffer
until the MVQ validates their execution.
Thus, in many respects, the MVQ acts like a traditional
LSQ, but, by virtue of factoring out the performance-
critical store-forwardinglogic, the structure becomes la-
tency tolerant, enabling an energy efﬁcient implementa-
tion. The primary technique that we exploit to simplify
the implementation is banking by address. Banking al-
lows a collection of small, low-bandwidth structures to
beusedas a single,large,high-throughputstructure.The
reduction of structure size and number of ports signif-
icantly reduces energy consumption, as we discuss in
Section 3.
The most obvious drawback of banking is the potential
for load-balancing problems, but we have found this to
be a minor problem in practice. By using a hash func-
tion that incorporates many (e.g., 16) address bits, we
ﬁnd that problems resulting from strided accesses can
be minimized. Figure 4 shows that a relatively even dis-
tribution can be achieved in most cases (data shown for
4 banks, interleaving at the granularity of a 64b word1,
hashing bits [18:3] of the address). In general, the ad-
dress distribution is remarkably constant over time. In
the few cases (e.g., the ﬁrst sample from bzip2) where
the distribution is skewed, we can attribute it to the ex-
istence of a small number of “hot” addresses (data not
shown), and thus could not be avoided by the selection
of a different hash function.
1 Banking is facilitated by the constraint in some RISC architec-
tures (e.g., Alpha, which we used in our simulations) that memory
operations be naturally aligned. For Alpha, this restriction means
no operation spans 64b boundaries. For ISA’s without this restric-
tion (e.g., x86) support for insertion into multiple banks would be
required.2.3.1. Challenges Due to Banking The true chal-
lenges resulting from banking arise from addresses (and
hence bank indices) not being available until execu-
tion time, namely: 1) MVQ entries cannot be allocated
at dispatch time, making it difﬁcult to manage the struc-
ture in an age-ordered manner, 2) bank conﬂicts can
arise from simultaneously issuing multiple instruc-
tions destined for the same bank, and 3) it is difﬁcult to
guarantee that one bank will not be over-subscribed.
We address the ﬁrst challenge by not using an age-
ordered queue. Age ordering serves primarily two pur-
poses: 1) simpliﬁcation of priorityencoding,and 2) sim-
pliﬁcation of the management of queue resources. As a
priority encoder is only required when multiple matches
occur, this is not a time critical operation (as it is in the
SFB) because MVQ squashes are relatively rare. Per-
forming priority selection sequentially (one cycle per
compare) reduces performance by less than 0.001 per-
cent in all cases.
Thesecondchallenge,thatofbankconﬂicts,iseasilyad-
dressed by placing a pair of small buffers (see Figure 3)
to smooth out instantaneous bank imbalance. The addi-
tion of this buffer increases the latency of an MVQ in-
sertion/snoopby a potentiallyvariableamount(basedon
the number of recent conﬂicts), but, as the MVQ is only
used to signal squashes, it is latency insensitive and its
latency need not be predictable.
The third challenge is the most difﬁcult, as there is a
tension between fully utilizing the MVQ and not over
subscribing any one bank. Our primary mechanism is
to only issue memory instructions when there is space
available in the buffer. This scheme is relatively easy to
implementat the schedulerby trackinghow manybuffer
entries have been allocated but not freed: we increment
a counter when a memory instruction issues and decre-
ment it when an instruction is removed from the buffer.
To allow the maximum instruction throughput,the num-
ber of buffer entries must exceed the number of pipeline
stages between issue and address generation scaled by
the memory instruction issue width.
While this approach avoids oversubscribing the MVQ,
it has the potential for deadlock if issue gets stalled (be-
cause the buffer is full due to 1 or more ways of the
MVQ ﬁlling) and the oldest memory instruction hasn’t
issued. To reduce the likelihood of this occurance we
limit the number of loads and stores dispatched into the
instruction window to be slightly less than can be held
in the MVQ proper (anticipating some imbalance). By
throttling the number of memory instructions entering
the window,we reducethe likelihoodthat an MVQ bank
ﬁlls before a stalled instruction executes. In all but the
smallest MVQ’s the number of deadlock occurances is
minimal,allowinga slow mechanismto be used fortheir
detection. Upon detecting a deadlock the whole pipe is
ﬂushed, as the oldest instruction cannot make further
progress.
3. Methodology and Results
We evaluated our proposed load-store queue design us-
ing timing simulations of SPEC2000 integer bench-
marks. Our timing simulator uses the loader and system
callfunctionalityfromSimpleScalar[3],butthe pipeline
model has been re-written to perform a true execution-
driven simulation of Alpha binaries. Parameters for our
simulated machine can be found in the table in Figure 5.
Benchmarksare compiled with the CompaqAlpha com-
piler at the highest level of optimization, but without
proﬁle information. All the results presented in this pa-
perarefor200millioninstructionrunsstartedafterskip-
ping the ﬁrst 5 billion instructions.
Scheduler & Pipeline
4-issue, 12-stage pipeline, 256-entry instruction win-
dow, 4k gshare predictor with 8 bits of history.
Memory
64kB 2-way associative L1 instruction & data cache
with 1 cycle latency, 1MB 8-way associative L2 cache
with 20 cycle latency, 80-cycle memory latency.
Functional Units (latency)
4 Integer ALUs (1), 1 Integer MULT/DIV (3/12),
2 Memory ports (3 ld/2 st), 2 FP ALUs (2), 1 FP
MULT/DIV (4/12)
Figure 5. Simulation Parameters.
In this section, we ﬁrst demonstrate (in Section 3.1) that
ﬁltering based on previous forwarding behavior signiﬁ-
cantly reduces the required number of entries and ports
on the store forwardingstructure,relative to a traditional
LSQ. We then show (in Section 3.2) that our throttling
mechanismsare sufﬁciently effectiveto approximatethe
performance of an ideal MVQ with an MVQ with 4
banks, each with 16 entries. We conclude this section by
demonstrating that an SFB/MVQ design enables equiv-
alent performance with a 3-to-5-fold reduction in dy-
namic power.
3.1. Varying Store Queue Size and Ports
In a system using a conventional LSQ, performance
is closely related to the LSQ’s parameters. In particu-
lar, reducing the capacity of the queues, or the num-
ber of ports they expose, severely limits performance,beneath some threshold which depends on the applica-
tion and input set. In Figure 6, the load and store queue
capacity is varied between 8 and 64 entries with both
single read/write ported and double read/write ported
queues. With the conventional LSQ—drawn with solid
lines—single read/write ported performance trails dou-
ble read/write ported by 5.8% with a capacity of 64
elements, and performance begins to drop drastically
when the capacity is reduced below 32 elements, at-
taining a 13% slowdown by 8 elements. As instruc-
tion windows and memory issue widths increase, we
expect these trends to continue. However, in a system
equipped with an ideal (i.e., unlimited capacity) MVQ,
single read/write ported performance differs from dou-
ble read/write ported by 1.5% at 64 entries, and the 64-
entry queue performs only 1.8% better than the 8-entry
queue.
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Figure 6. A conventional system is sensi-
tivetoitsstorequeueparameters;anMVQ-
equipped system is relatively insensitive.
Data averaged across samples of the SPEC2000
integer benchmarks,normalized to a 64-entry 2/2-
ported LSQ.
3.2. Varying MVQ Parameters
In Figure 6, an MVQ with unlimited capacity was used.
As this is not practical, we consider the effect on per-
formance of varying its properties. We change two fac-
tors: the number of banks in the MVQ and the capacity
of both the store and the load queue in each bank. Re-
sults in Figure 7 show that four banks are required to
provide sufﬁcient bandwidth (recall that each bank can
process only a single load or store per cycle), but perfor-
mance is reasonable with queues as short as 16 entries.
Increasing the number of banks beyond four only helps
when each bank is shrunk to less than 16 entries, be-
cause it increases the aggregate number of entries. Thus
the MVQ can be implemented with 4 banks each with
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Figure 7. The MVQ requires 4 banks and
16 entries/bank, but beneﬁts from little
more. Data averaged across the SPEC2000 in-
teger benchmarks, normalized to the case with a
perfect MVQ.
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Figure 8. Query power in CAMs varies with
the number of ports and the number of el-
ements.
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technology. Produced by Cacti 3.2
16 entries (4x16) with minimal performance reduction,
which we show signiﬁcantly reduces power in the next
section.
3.3. MVQ Power
Our previous results have shown that our SFB/MVQ
combination can achieve performance comparable to a
monolithic LSQ, but with a collection of smaller, low
bandwidth structures. While this modestly reduces the
access time of each structure, it provides a substantial
power reduction. According to Cacti 3.2, energy per ac-
cess for a CAM scales roughly linearly with both the
number of entries and number of ports (see Figure 8).
Thus querying a 48-entry 2-read/2-write-ported CAMtakes almost 7 times the power of a query to a 16-entry
1-read/1-write-portedCAM.
As a result, the use of smaller structures translates into
as much as a 5-fold reduction in LSQ power. Account-
ing for the fact that the marked instructions access both
the SFB and the MVQ, we computed energy consump-
tion for both the LSQ and SFB/MVQ organizations. We
looked at two performance points: a 2-ported 48-entry
LSQ has roughly the same performance as a 2-ported
16-entry SFB with a 4x24-entry MVQ and a 2/2-ported
32-entry LSQ has roughly the same performance as a
1/1-ported 16-entry SFB with a 4x16-entry MVQ. Fig-
ure 9 shows the SFB/MVQ achieves roughly a 5-fold
and 3-fold reduction of dynamic power, respectively.
A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests our design
comparesequivalentlyorfavorablyto conventionalLSQ
designs in terms of static power and area. To analyze
both the static power consumption and area require-
ments of our design we have made an estimation of the
transistor count of both the traditional design and the
SFB/MVQ2. This estimate suggests that a 48 entry 2/2
ported LSQ architecture uses roughly the same number
of transistors as a 16 entry 2/2 ported SFB together with
a 4-banked, 16-entry per queue MVQ. The latter archi-
tecture, by virtue of using structures with fewer ports,
uses fewer wires, and the MVQ could employ slower,
lower-leakage, smaller fabrication transistors without
signiﬁcantperformancepenalty.As theMVQ dominates
the transistor count of our architecture, we expect this to
favorably inﬂuence static power and area.
4. Related Work
There has been a lot of recent work in the design of
load-store queues. The closest related work to ours is
that of Roth, who independently made the observation
that not all loads and stores need to be considered for
forwarding [13]. To handle the non-forwarding related
operations of the LSQ, he proposes to use ﬁltered load
re-execution, as was proposed by Cain and Lipasti [4],
which eliminates the necessity of a load queue at the ex-
pense of re-executing a fraction of loads at retirement.
Sethumadhavan et al. previously considered address-
banked LSQ designs, but discarded them because they
failed to achieve good results [14]. There are three key
differences between their proposal and ours: 1) we pro-
pose banking only the latency-tolerant veriﬁcation por-
tion of the LSQ, which can tolerate a buffer to smooth
2 We assumed that one bit of storage is 4 transistors, and each write
port requires 2 extra transistors per bit, while each CAM read port
requires 3 extra transistors per bit.
out bank conﬂicts, 2) our throttling mechanism can be
viewed as a hybrid of their stalling and squashing mech-
anism, which minimizes the number of squashes re-
quired without being overconservative, and 3) our pri-
mary site of throttling is at issue rather than dispatch.
With these difference we were able to achieve very pos-
itive results.
Akkary et al. observe that most forwarding occurs be-
tween relatively nearby instructions and propose
building a scalable store queue by exploiting hi-
erarchy [2]. Recent instructions are cached in a
ﬁrst-level store queue, with other instructions resid-
ing in a second-level structure. This approach re-
duces the size, but not the bandwidth of the latency
critical store queue, but reduces latency predictabil-
ity.
Park et al. propose reducing the required snoop band-
width of the store queue by extending a Chrysos and
Emer store set predictor [6] to predict which loads are
likely to receive values forwarded by stores [12]. Our
scheme achieves an equivalent reduction in snoops with
a much simpler predictor.
Sethumadhavan et al. proposed using a Bloom ﬁlter to
reduce store queue snoop bandwidth requirements, by
eliminating those searches that the Bloom ﬁlter pre-
dicts cannot possibly match [14]. This approach has
two drawbacks relative to our proposal: 1) accessing
the Bloom ﬁlter is on the critical path (i.e., it must be
done between generating an address and accessing the
store queue), and 2) an instruction’s need to snoop is not
known until execution time, so it is not available to the
scheduler. As a result, the scheduler must either be con-
servative or risk over-loading the store queue ports, re-
quiring queuing and latency mispredictions.
5. Future Work
This work was initiated in the context of design-
ing an efﬁcient LSQ for the Master processor in
MSSP [16]. Since the MSSP Master has minimal cor-
rectness requirements—its results are used merely as
value predictions by the slave processors—there stands
a great opportunity for hardware simpliﬁcation as struc-
tures need only work correctly “most of the time”. We
shifted, in this work, to a superscalar focus when we re-
alized that our basic architecture was beneﬁcial when
guaranteed correctness is required.
With thebasic organizationlaidout, reducedcorrectness
requirements enable the following future work: First,
sampling can be used to reduce the necessary MVQ
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Figure 9. Designs using the SFB/MVQ can achieve similar performance using smaller, lower
bandwidthstructures, yielding lowerpowerexecution.Datashownfor 48-and32-entryLSQs(striped)
with 2 load and 2 store ports for each queue. The MVQs (solid) has an 16-entry buffer and 4 banks, with each
bank having 16 entries and one read and one write port; the left MVQ features a 16-entry 2/2-ported SFB, while
the right MVQ features a 16-entry 1/1-ported SFB.
cept during the initial period when predictors are being
trained. Second, because the Master’s program is dy-
namically generated, we can transform the code to con-
vert some of the memory communication into register
communication, thereby reducing the load on the SFB,
as well as eliminating those instructions that cause load
balancing problems for the banked MVQ. Finally, we
plan on exploring other mechanisms for increasing the
bandwidth of the L1 memory system (e.g., speculatively
partitioning into two or more non-overlappingsubsets).
Three potential superscalar enhancements remain, as
well: 1) improving prediction accuracy of the marking
mechanism,2)reducingthenumberofsquashesbyforc-
ing all instructions to snoop/be inserted in the SFB on
their ﬁrst execution(as indicated by an instructioncache
miss), and 3) explore hashing the address in the MVQ to
a smaller number of bits, potentially trading off a small
number of unnecessary squashes for a large reduction in
area and power.
6. Conclusion
Scaling traditional load-store queue (LSQ) designs
presents a pressing problem for architects, as the
content-addressable memories on which they are based
scale poorly with regards to access time and com-
plexity. In this paper, we have proposed an alternative
for the traditional LSQ in which its several func-
tions are decomposed and distributed so that critical
value forwarding happens in a fast structure and cor-
rectness is removed from the critical path. We sim-
plify the store forwarding logic by restricting the
store queue to hold and snoop only those instruc-
tions predicted to be involved in forwarding. We
simplify the checking functionality of the LSQ by im-
plementing it in a physically distributed structure,
called the Memory Validation Queue (MVQ). Hav-
ing demonstrated that hashing data addresses can
effectively partition memory instructions in the com-
mon case, we demonstrate how the MVQ can be
banked and propose throttling techniques for deal-
ing with load imbalance between the banks. The
end result of this design is that a traditional mono-
lithic LSQ can be replaced with a collection of small,
low bandwidth structures with a negligible loss in per-
formance.These smaller structures offer signiﬁcant sav-
ings in power and modest improvements in access time,
making the SFB and MVQ a practical alternative for fu-
ture processors.
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